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Joe Biden leads
town hall meeting
Ali Tweten
editor

Vice President Joe Biden
talked about helping the
economy with his Middle
Class Task Force Thursday
at the New Flyer bus plant in
St. Cloud.
Accompanied by Sen.
Amy Klobuchar and four of
Obama’s Cabinet members,
Biden answered questions
from the audience about the
$787 billion stimulus package passed by President
Obama last month.
“We’re here to listen,”
Biden said. “We’re here
to hear what you think we
should do for the next four
years.”
The panel discussed creating jobs, increasing fund-

ing for mass transit and how
the package will help education.
New Flyer was selected
as the location of the town
hall style event because of
the company’s example of
success in the current economy. It has added 100 employees in the last year, and
now has about 650.
The company also manufactures
environmentally
friendly buses. Two main
parts of the stimulus package
are green technology and
mass transit.
The stimulus package
will invest $48 billion to increase in roads, bridges and
mass transit.
The panel included Agriculture Secretary Tom
Vilsack, Transportation Sec-

retary Ray LaHood, Education Secretary Arne Duncan
and Housing and Urban Development Secretary Shaun
Donovan.
Panelists
highlighted
their plans for their respective areas of the stimulus
package.
Vilsack said he hopes to
get relief to dairy farmers
soon.
LaHood highlighted the
importance of light rail and
bus and said his department
is devoting $8 billion for
high-speed rail.
About $61 billion will go
to education.
“The three areas we will
concentrate on are a new
focus on early childhood
education, K-12, and over
$32 billion into increased
financial aid,” Duncan said.
“We’re going to increase
access, increase Pell grants,
increase tuition tax cuts for
the middle class, so that every hardworking child who
wants to go on to higher education can do that.”
Donovan said the two key

FAST FACTS

*Biden answered questions from the audience about
the $787 billion stimulus package passed by President
Barack Obama last month.

*The discussion panel included Tom Vilsack, Ray LaHood, Arne Duncan and Shaun Donovan.

Festival
shows
student
films
Five groups
featured their work
at the Shoestring
Film Festival
Thursday evening.
Jun-Kai Teoh
contributing writer

Five groups of creative
minds showcased their work
Thursday at the Miller Center Auditorium for the seventh annual Shoestring Film
Festival contest.
The Shoestring Film Festival was previously known
as the DV Festival.
Participants had to fulfill
certain conditions, such as
using only the Apple iMovie
software for video editing.
The contest was open to
all SCSU or SCTC students.
The amount of entries
at this year’s competition
was close to what they had
anticipated, as the previous
year had five groups of participants as well.
The film festival was organized by the SCSU Computer Store with a group of
student volunteers.
The film festival was targeted to promote amateur
films that students could
create with “very accessible
software” said Joseph Kieffer, one of the student volunteers involved with the
festival.
Members of the SCSU
faculty and a previous contestant winner was their panel of judges.
Among the judges were

•See Shoestring fest/ Page 3
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Jakob gilk/visuals editor

Vice President Joe Biden answered questions from the audience at the New
Flyer bus company early Thursday afternoon. Biden assured the listeners that
America will recover from the recession.

Mold infests Stewart Hall
Annika Sjolie
contributing writer

FAST FACTS

Mold is a fungus often found deep
in the back of one’s refrigerator thriving
upon outdated items. It is also the fungus that currently inhabits the basement
of Stewart Hall.
However, this is not a new discovery. According to Jim Gray, director of
operations at KVSC, a sewage backup
from the Mississippi River over three
years ago caused the mold growth.
There was a plug in the city waste lines,
which has since been repaired.
“Only the Chronicle office and the
photo lab are clean,” Gray said. “Whereas the key areas affected are room 18,
the UTVS and the KVSC studios.”
This issue was dealt with on a temporary basis the first time a backup occurred, and a more significant repair
took place the second time.

*Key areas affected by the mold are
room 18 along with the UTVS and
KVSC studios.
*The mold was living the glue
adhesive of the carpet and is not
exposed.

“New lines were put in under the
river and carpet cleaners came in. We
found out that mold had started growing from the first backup, but this time
it appeared everything had been fixed
correctly,” Gray said.
Still, a third backup took place in
April 2008, and the musty smell from
the mold was a problem.
“We’ve had DJs, work study and
professors getting sick down here from

the smell,” Gray said. “Sometimes with
the flu, or just headaches that don’t go
away.”
Last summer Gray took initiative
and wrote a letter of complaint to a
number of people, which was picked up
by the St. Cloud Times and printed.
The next day the maintenance department at SCSU came down ready
to help. As the carpets were removed,
things got worse. The mold was living
in the glue adhesive of the carpet and
was now exposed.
“I raised a stink about the stink,”
Gray said. “And about two months ago,
Building Environmental Management
Corporation was brought in to take a
look.”
The corporation took both air and
surface samples and was able to draw

•See Mold infestation/ Page 3

Panel discusses open government
Samantha Johnson
staff writer
March 15-21 was National
Sunshine Week, an initiative
started by the media to promote government openness
and freedom of information.
The fourth annual National
Dialogue was held on Friday,
March 21.
The live Web cast was
hosted locally by the St. Cloud
Area League of Women Voters
in the Miller Center.
The Dialogue started off
with the mediator asking questions to a panel of experts on
the issues and what the Obama
administration plans to do.
The audience was invited
to ask questions and those
watching the Web cast could
e-mail their own questions.
The League of Women
Voters didn’t get the turn out
they expected. “This is annual. My hope is that more and
more students and faculty start
attending and become aware

citizens,” said Susan Motin,
a member of the League of
Women Voters.
President Ellen Mork sent
out invitations to attend the
live showing of the Web cast
to 90 area politicians and only
one showed up.
“That maybe says something about how central Minnesota’s politicians feel about
openness in government,”
Mork said.
One of the plans explained
by the panel was e-government. Now all government
agencies have their own Web
sites, so it is very difficult to
find out information.
E-government is a Web site
that would combine all government agencies’ information. It
would include everything from
tracking the money they spend
to how they make decisions.
This initiative will rely on
three values: collaboration,
transparency and participation
both within the government
and with citizens.
“No one has a monopoly

Joe Biden speaks in St. Cloud

Page 3

Vice President
Joe Biden lead
a town hall
meeting to
address the
recent stimulus
package.

on decision making,” said panelist Dan Chanuk.
The purpose of e-government is to make it easier for
more people to be a part of
decision making and give their
input and to make it easier for
government agencies to work
together to solve problems.
Dan Chanuk compared the
number of people who go on
the social networking site Facebook to the number of hits
that government Web sites
get.
Facebook has more members than the number of people
who usually view government
Web sites. The new e-government Web site will make
accessing information much
simpler in hopes of getting
more people to access.
Katherine McFate, another
panelist, talked about making
those who received money
from the stimulus accountable
to the citizens about how they
are using the money.
The Coalition of Accountability and Recovery will re-

quire every entity that received
stimulus money to report how
they spend it.
All the information will be
provided publicly on a Web
site where users can search for
each organization.
The other panelists, Vivek
Kundra and Beth Noveck, discussed opportunities and challenges of this new openness.
Opportunities
included
making many functions of
government more efficient,
informing citizens and acceptance.
Some of the challenges
listed were the fear that citizens will lose security with
more transparency and the fear
of losing privacy.
“The new e-government
will affect younger generations
more than my generation,”
Mork said. People will no longer will have to dig through
archives or send letters to find
out information, he said.
“This is our moment to
reinvigorate democracy,” McFate said.

Massive Monkeys show at SCSU
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Hip hop dance
crew, Massive
Monkeys, took
the stage in
Ritsche
Wednesday
night.

SGA
searches
for new
senators
Samantha Bushey
staff writer

It is that time of the semester when some students
are preparing for the upcoming academic year and the
Student Government Association (SGA) is no exception.
Applications are now
available for anyone interested in pursuing a position
as a SGA senator at-large,
president or vice president.
The applications can be
picked up in the SGA office in room 138 of Atwood
and they must be returned
there no later than 4 p.m. on
Wednesday, April 1.
“It would be awesome if
we could have more applicants than we do spots,” said
Derek Mihm, SGA president.
Candidates have to attend
one of two required candidate information meetings,
either 3 p.m. Thursday, April
2 or 1 p.m. Friday, April 3;
the room in Atwood is to be
decided.
Campaigning is allowed
the week of April 6-10. The
elections will start at 8 a.m.
April 13 and are open until 4
p.m. April 15 and the results
will be announced at 5 p.m.
April 16 at the SGA meeting
in the Cascade Room of Atwood.
Also taking place the
week of April 6-10 will be
live debates on UTVS for
the candidates. The elected
president and vice president
will meet with SGA adviser

•See SGA elections/ Page 3

Jimerson dives to the gold
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Diver Nate
Jimerson
became a
three-time
National
Champion on
March 13.
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Car, tractor collide in Stearns County
ST. AUGUSTA, Minn. –– Two people were injured Saturday when a car
and a tractor collided on Stearns County Road 146, according to the Stearns
County Sheriff’s Office.
Early morning fog impeded the vision of Thomas Janski, 17, of South Haven. Janski missed a turn and came to a stop about one-fourth mile east of
Minnesota Highway 15. Before the tractor began moving, it was struck from
behind by a car driven by Sarah Olson, 17, of Kimball.
Olson and a passenger, Melissa Hechtel, 17, South Haven, were injured and
taken to St. Cloud Hospital. Olson and Hechtel were not wearing seatbelts.
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Minnesota to host nuclear power hearing

ST. PAUL, Minn. –– The debate over expanding nuclear power facilities
in Minnesota will get an airing at the Capitol this week.
No votes are planned at a joint House-Senate hearing on Wednesday. Lawmakers have introduced several bills this year to lift a state moratorium on
new nuclear power plants. Proposals have not advanced through committees
thus far.
The agenda for the meeting includes an update on nuclear power in other
states. Minnesota has two operating plants in Monticello and Prairie Island.
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Students forced to fight in cages

ST. PAUL, Minn. –– School district documents show that workers at a
Texas high school staged cage fights among troubled students. The students
fought in bare-knuckled brawls in a steel utility cage inside a boys’ locker
room.
The principal and other employees at South Oak Cliff High “knew of the
practice, allowed it to go on for a time, and failed to report it,” according to a
2008 report from the Dallas school district’s Office of Professional Responsibility. The report describes two instances of cage fighting between 2003 and
2005. No criminal charges have been filed in the case so far.

World

Venezuela seizes seaports, airstrips

CARACAS, Venezuela –– Venezuela’s federal government seized
seaports and airstrips in at least four states on Saturday in a move critics say is meant to limit the powers of mayors and governors opposed to
President Hugo Chavez.
The takeover, ordered by Venezuela’s socialist president last weekend,
aims to bring the country’s major transportation hubs under federal control this year.
Chavez said his government will formulate a “strategic investment
plan” to modernize the ports and guarantee thousands of jobs.

Weird news

1. (3/19/09) Theft (personal computer), Stearns Hall
2. (3/19/09) Intoxicated individual (male non-student),
Public Safety Center
3. (3/20/09) Medical (fall), Miller Center
4. (3/21/09) Drug confiscation (marijuana), E-Lot
5. (3/21/09) Intoxicated individual (female student), PLot

Chronicle Online Poll

Three turkeys terrorize trucker

JACKSON, Mich. –– Tri-County International Trucks employee Dave
Dodes told the Jackson Citizen Patriot that three wild turkeys scared a
truck driver so much that he stayed in his vehicle at a service shop Friday.
He also said a company worker had to create a diversion so the driver
could escape, but the turkeys chased both men inside an industrial building. According to Dodes, the birds have been hanging around the service
shop but just recently turned aggressive.

This day in history

St. Cloud State University
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, Minnesota
56301-4498

Will you watch ‘Dating Doctor’ David
Coleman give his presentation on Tuesday?
aYes, I need a ‘Dating Doctor’
aAbsolutely not

Vote at www.universitychronicle.com
Last week’s question:
Do you have Spring Fever?

Interesting events from the past

–– 1026 Koenraad II crowns himself king of Italy
–– 1369 Tyrant Pedro the Cruel is murdered
–– 1593 English Congressionalist Henry Barrow accused of slander
–– 1794 Josiah Pierson patents a rivet machine
–– 1808 Napoleon’s brother Joseph takes the throne of Spain
–– 1836 Coin Press invented by Franklin Beale
–– 1864 Composer Hjalmar Borgstrom is born
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Corrections

–– 1961 Cricketer A C Russell dies
–– 1973 Tennis star Naoko Sawamatsu is born
–– 1997 Undertaker beats Psycho Sid for Wrestlemania 		
XIII in Chicago

Local weather forecast
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Rain Showers Likely

Rain Showers Likely

High: 54 °F
Low: 42 °F

High: 55 °F
Low: 35 °F

Chance Rain/Snow
High: 53 °F
Low: 37 °F

Thursday

Chance Snow
High: 43 °F
Low: 25 °F

The University
Chronicle prides
itself on journalistic integrity. We
usually do not
publish misinformation, but we
are prone to human mistakes. We
will correct any
errors of fact or
misspelled names
promptly. Call
308-4086 with any
corrections.
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Biden
Continued from Page 1

things he will be working
on will be lowering interest
rates and stopping foreclosures.
Biden answered and discussed questions from the
audience of 400 for almost
an hour, covering everything
from the North Star light rail
to helping legal immigrants
succeed in the U.S.
Biden stressed his will to
help people be successful.
“We’re going to make sure
that what happened in the last
expansion doesn’t happen
again,” Biden said.
Biden also said he wanted
to get people to be confident
enough to say to their children, “If you work hard, play
by the rules, love your country and look out for others,
there’s nothing you can’t do.”
St. Cloud Tech High
School student Kristian Mastin asked Biden what the
package will do for English as
a second language students.
Mastin said Biden’s response
was good, but that he would
have liked to have more time.
Education was a big topic
of the event.
“I thought it was great

that he came to St. Cloud and
that he’s shedding some light
on the industries here,” SCSU
student Ray Hoover said. “I
love the fact that he made
the point that the key to a
good economy is an educated
workforce.”
Hoover said the most
important part of the stimulus package is the increased
funding for Pell grants and
additional financial aid.
“Now more than ever, it’s
great that we’re getting support from the federal government for education,” Hoover
said.
Another key topic was
jobs.
New Flyer employee Allen Ahlbrecht said the most
important part of the package
is to keep people working.
“They (the Cabinet) clearly understand that there’s a
number of steps to keep people working, from training
and education to providing
jobs and keeping the economy
strong enough where people
have jobs,” Ahlbrecht said.
A New Flyer employee
from Annandale, Jon Benesh,
said the government should

jakob gilk/ visuals editor

Joe Biden, accompanied by Cabinet members of the Obama administration, was introduced by Sen. Amy
Klobuchar.
focus on getting people back
to work and stopping foreclosures.
“It was interesting,” Benesh said about the panel. “I
was really impressed with

the knowledge of all the secretaries and what they had to
propose. I just hope it all goes
into the right place and where
they want it to go.”
St. Cloud Mayor Dave

Kleis said he got to talk with
Biden before the event and
told him, “Not only is the
stimulus money important
for cities, but it’s important
that it actually gets to cities
and doesn’t go through a very
bureaucratic process and adds
more mandates.”
Kleis said the city is most
concerned with public safety
and transportation.
“Part of the stimulus bill
has grants that will help us
re-hire positions that we had
frozen, and also continue our
commitment to law enforcement by hiring additional officers,” Kleis said.
He also said the airport
is getting funding for a jet

bridge and that the city is expecting funding for energy efficiency for city buildings.
“That is what I feel like
is wrapped up in the bureaucratic process and if that goes
directly to the cities, we’re
looking at significant dollars for retrofitting some of
our buildings with geothermal heating and energy efficient lighting and windows
to make our operating costs
less,” Kleis said. “We’ve been
very pleased, we’re just waiting for some more dollars to
flow.”
To see exactly where the
government is spending the
stimulus money, visit www.
recovery.org.

“W

e're going to make sure that what
happened in the last expansion doesn’t
happen again.”
jakob gilk/ visuals editor

The New Flyer bus company set up for Vice President Joe Biden’s visit. Secret Service agents began securing the area on Monday even though Biden did not arrive until Thursday.

Joe Biden

UNITED STATES VICE PRESIDENT
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Mold infestation Shoestring fest
Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

surface samples and was
able to draw up a report. They
concluded that the damage is
a category three water loss
because of the three sewage
backflows.
“The fungal air sample
collected in room 18 did indicate there is active fungal
contamination present in this
location,” said Slade Smith,
a registered professional industrial hygienist and registered construction inspector.
All air samples were
compared to the level of the
respective outdoor control
sample.
“The fungal swab sample
collected from the base of
the gypsum board wall in
room 18 indicated the high
presence of Stachybotrys
and Penicillium/Aspergillus
type fungal growth as well
as spore, hyphae and conidiophores structures present,”
Smith said. “And there is visual growth identified on the
base of the walls in rooms 22,
22A, and 18.”
The three sewage backflows have caused the basement of Stewart Hall moderate water damage, water

staining and visual mold
growth contamination in specific areas.
The completed report
was submitted to SCSU and
to the state insurance, which
will provide funding for the
repair.
Necessary
renovations
include removing lower portions of the affected wall
areas, treating the remaining wall and rebuilding. The
carpets and all adhesives will
also be removed and disinfected.
Spaces like the UTVS edit
suites have been shut down
since last summer due to the
smell and other classrooms
will need to vacate as well.
KVSC will have to relocate
for the time needed to make
proper repairs as the station is
required by the government
to be on the air.
“We can’t be off the air
for over 48 hours, so we
would have to transplant the
radio station to the 13th floor
of Sherburne,” Gray said.
Removing the mold for
good may be a lengthy and
tedious process, but it is one
that must take place. A goal
of this summer is set for the
project.

SGA elections
Continued from Page 1

Matt Trombley the week
of April 20-24.
Once elected, the duties of a senator at-large are
to join at least one standing
committee, be a part of at
least one university committee, work a minimum of one
office hour each week, stay
informed on current issues
and attend leadership and
skill development opportunities.
The president is the official representative and
spokesperson and directs
SGA officers, makes recom-

mendations for candidates
for the executive committee, presides over meetings,
works a minimum of 10 office hours each week, is director on the MSUSA board
of directors and fulfills other
duties defined in the constitution.
The vice president manages internal and day to day
functions, maintains financial records and transactions,
serves as personnel director,
works a minimum of 10 office hours each week and
fulfills other duties defined

professor William Gorcica, who teaches graphic
design and assistant professor Christopher Jordan,
who teaches theatre and film
studies.
The winners were judged
according to how well the
film was presented and the
style of the film.
As the film submissions
were all short films, the judges also took into account the
potential story development
at the end of each film.
Prizes for the contest

came in the form of cash
prizes ranging from $50 to
the first prize of $225. Apple
iTunes gift cards were also
given out for the top two
submissions.
As part of the festival,
the audience was given the
chance to vote for the winner of the People’s Choice
Award by cheering as loud
as possible during a later
segment of the festival.
Also, three lucky audience members won an iPod
Shuffle as part of the VIP

SHOESTRING FILM FESTIVAL WINNERS
1. “A Tale of Apples,” by Mitch Held, Calvin Johnson
and Chris Christensen. This film also won the People’s
Choice Award.
2. “Escape,” by Dave Blanchard, Frank Hancock and
Paul Hancock.
3. “Just A Girl,” by Steven Anbro, Brianne Perreten and
Emily Blair.
*The films were judged by professor William Gorcica
and assistant professor Christopher Jordan.

in the constitution.
“Run for student government,” said Becca Bijoch,
chair of the public relations
committee. “It looks good on
your resume.”
Not only are these positions good learning and development opportunities, but
they come with a stipend. For
each year, a senator at-large
receives $210, the president
receives $6,300 and the vice
president receives $4,335.
The upcoming election is
not only for positions within
student government; it is also
to get the students’ opinions
on things such as a late night
taxi cab service.
The late night taxi cab
service would either be in
addition to or in place of the
current late night bus. An
added benefit of the taxi is
that it will be available from

Voucher lucky draw.
The first prize winner of
this year’s Shoestring Film
Festival is the short film “A
Tale of Apples,” directed by
Mitch Heid, Calvin Johnson
and Chris Christensen. This
film won both the first prize
and the People’s Choice
Award.
Their film was a fresh
and witty idea about a son
trying to grant his father’s
dying wish to taste an apple
in a world where apples are
extinct.
“The film was shot a
while back for fun as a group
project,” Heid said.
Both Heid and Johnson
are seniors in film studies
and even though they were
unfamiliar with the iMovie
software, they felt that the
whole experience was “more
fun than work.”
In second place was
a suspense film by Dave
Blanchard, Frank Hancock
and Paul Hancock titled
“Escape.” The audience was
looking through the eyes of a
person stumbling down empty hallways trying to escape.
In the third place was a
light-hearted short film titled, “Just A Girl” by Steven
Anbro, Brianne Perreten and
Emily Blair. The film followed Brianne Perreten on
“an ordinary day in her ordinary world.”

FAST FACTS
*Once elected, the duties of a senator at-large are to
join at least one standing committee, be a part of at
least one University Committee, work a minimum of
one office hour each week, stay informed on current
issues and attend leadership and skill development opportunities.
*For each year, a senator at-large receives $210, the
president receives $6,300 and the vice president receives $4,335.
*The upcoming election is not only for positions within
SGA; it is also to get students’ opinions on things such
as a late night taxi cab service.

8 p.m. to 6:30 a.m., whereas the late night bus is only
available until 2:30 a.m.
Another benefit to the
taxi is that it would pick students up and drop them off

anywhere within five miles
of campus at a cost of $1 to
$2 per ride.
Bijoch encourages everyone to get involved and vote
in the upcoming elections.

CALENDAR
OF

EVENTS
TODAY

• Islamic Awareness Week

From 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Atwood Ballroom a
speaker will kick-off the
week with “Islam 101:
A brief introduction of
Islam.”

• GLBT Film Series - Out of the
Past

From 8 to 11 p.m. in the
Atwood Theater, hosted
by the University Programming Board.

TUESDAY

• Making Relationships Matter - “The Dating
Doctor”
At 7 p.m. in Ritsche
Auditorium, National
Speaker of the Year David Colemen will
speak on romance and
relationships.

WEDNESDAY
•Jazz Concert

From 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
in the Performing Arts
Center the evening will
feature the SCSU Jazz
Combo followed by the
SCSU Jazz Ensemble.
Also performing is
Twin Cities Pianist
Mark Asche.

Opinions
University Chronicle
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Obama’s ‘Special Olympics”
gaffe was innocent slip-up
Everyone
before, nobody is
Andy
makes mistakes
safe from the inDowns
from time to time
famous gaffe.
and says things
Ronald Reathey later wish
gan once called
they
wouldn’t
Princess Diana,
have. People of“Princess David”
ten use language
to her face at a
in private that is
White House gala.
considered less
We all should re“politically cormember George
Opinions
rect” than what
H.W. Bush losing
they would use
his lunch on the
Editor
in public. These
prime
minister
humiliating little
of Japan’s lap in
slips of the tongue are called 1992. And who will forget
gaffes, and nobody is safe President Clinton “not havfrom them.
ing sexual relations with that
The problem is, when woman,” and Monica Lewinyou or I make a gaffe, it usu- sky’s stained blue dress?
ally gets brushed under the
More recently and untable with a dirty look or a forgettable was the previous
scowl from whoever hears dunce-in-chief, George W.
what they weren’t supposed Bush and his eight-year-long
to. But when public figures gaffe-a-thon. In 2000, not re— like for instance, a presi- alizing his microphone was
dent — makes a gaffe, it gets on, he pointed out to Dick
national attention and a large Cheney, “There’s Adam Clygroup of people typically mer, major league a--hole
end up pretty pissed.
from The New York Times.”
So
when
President
In 2004 during a televised
Obama went on “The To- address, Bush declared, “Our
night Show with Jay Leno” enemies are innovative and
last week and compared his resourceful — and so are
bowling skills to that of a we. They never stop thinking
Special Olympics athlete, a about new ways to harm our
good handful of people were country and our people —
pretty upset.
and neither do we.”
However, on a daily basis
And my personal favorite
I hear a comment like this, example of his idiocy was in
where someone likens an May 2003, when he landed
ability that lacks exceptional on an aircraft carrier off the
development to the skill of coast of California dressed in
someone with some sort of a flight suit behind a banner
mental deficiency. People that read, “Mission Accommore often than not laugh.
plished,” referring to the Iraq
But Obama isn’t shy to War. Funny that it’s March
faux pas; he and Vice Presi- 2009 now and there is still a
dent Joe Biden have become war in Iraq.
somewhat of a team of “SuThe difference between
per-Gaffers.” During last Bush and Obama is that
year’s presidential campaign, Obama knows what he is
the duo made so many “oop- saying and probably instantly
sies” it was funny. And to realizes he made a mistake.
normal people, those things Bush just constantly spewed
are supposed to be funny.
incoherent nonsense and had
That’s why I think to be told he sounded like a
Obama is prone to gaffes, fool. But that’s not the point.
because he’s an average guy
Embarrassing things hapwho talks like an average pen to everybody. People say
guy. I found it absolutely things out loud that others
ridiculous yet somewhat aren’t supposed to hear —
comforting when a fuss was people, like Obama on “The
made a few weeks ago when Tonight Show,” sometimes
Obama was eating lunch in get a bit too comfortable
a D.C. restaurant and the when they are talking and
waiter asked if he wanted his their filter lets a gaffe through
change — Obama replied, every once in awhile.
“Nah, we straight.”
So if you are quick to
The guy spoke with a hint judge Obama for the Special
of ebonics and all of sud- Olympics gaffe, think about
den it was shocking that his yourself the next time you
voice was capable of sound- crack a handicap-offensive
ing like — God forbid — an joke. (That sentence was difurban black man. If he spoke ficult without making a gaffe
in that Martin Luther King, of my own.)
Jr./God voice all the time, I
Just keep in mind he isn’t
would start to wonder.
the only one who slips up,
But Obama isn’t the only it’s just that everyone is lispresident to catch scrutiny tening when he does.
for public blunders. As I said
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.
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SCSU’s Islamic Awareness Week is
a great opportunity for all students

This week, SCSU students will have an excellent opportunity to participate in several campus events and presentations related to the Islamic faith and its 1.2 billion followers.
In an increasingly globalized world where people and
their faith and traditions are no longer confined or limited
by national borders or region, it is becoming more and more
important that we all become familiarized with the cultures
that are different from our own.
It is a fact: since Sept. 11, 2001 the mainstream conception Islam has changed. In some ways, we have become
more interested and educated, as is evident by the creation of
Islamic Awareness Week.
But, unfortunately, in many cases our conceptions have
been shaped by a Western media portrait, which often focuses only on the misbehavior of a small minority Muslims.
This has created preconceptions, misconceptions, and myths
surrounding many Islamic issues.
We encourage all students, faculty and community members to attend the following events:
Monday: “Islam 101” presented by Abdeel Ahmed, from
2:00 - 4:00 P.M. in the Atwood Ballroom.
Tuesday: “Roots of Islam in America” presented by
Nehrwr Abdul Wahid, at 10:00 A.M. in Atwood Theater.
Wednesday: “Islam and Muslims in the American University” includes SCSU faculty members Fouzi Slisli, Manijeh Daneshpour, and Mohammad Mahroof-Tahir, a panel
discussion from 5:00 - 7:00 P.M. in Ritsche Auditorium.
Thursday: “Islamic Contributions to Civilization” presented by Tamim Saidi, at 12:00 P.M. in Voyageurs South
at Atwood Memorial Center.
Friday: “Muhammad: Legacy of a Prophet” will screen at
5:00 p.m. in Atwood Theater.
Islamic Awareness Week is sponsored by the Muslim
Students Association. For more information on events and
scheduling, visit the SCSU Web site.

Abstience-plus act should
reduce teen pregnancy rate
Ali
Tweten

Editor

Finally, after the second
straight year of increases in
teenage pregnancy, a responsible sex education bill has
been reintroduced in Congress.
Rep. Barbara Lee D-Cali.
and Sen. Frank Lautenberg
D-N.J. reintroduced the Responsible Education About
Life (REAL) Act last week.
If passed, the bill would
give funding for age-appropriate and medically accurate information about sex
education in schools.
According to Lee in a
press release, the bill is promoting
“abstinence-plus”
education instead of “abstinence only.”
The REAL Act would

include education about abstinence, contraception and
condoms. It would stress the
importance of abstinence,
but would not ignore or exclude those who have had or
are having sex.
Right now, abstinenceonly education is the only
form that receives federal
funding. From 1996 to 2007,
the U.S. has poured $1.4 billion dollars to abstinenceonly education. Meanwhile,
the teen pregnancy rate has
continued to rise.
The bill couldn’t have
come soon enough. The
National Center for Health
Statistics just released data
showing teen pregnancy increases for the second year
in a row. The Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention said that sexually transmitted infections are also on
the rise.
Thankfully,
President
Obama has co-sponsored the
act, making it likely that if
passed by Congress, it will
be made into law.
The bill was introduced
in 2005 and again in 2007,
but never made it out of
committee.
The U.S. needs to trash

the abstinence-only-untilmarriage programs that encourage gender stereotypes
and leave out GLBT youth.
Programs that are currently funded are forbidden
from discussing the health
benefits of contraceptives
and condoms.
Young people can’t make
informed decisions if they
don’t have all the information. And they are capable of
making informed decisions,
contrary to popular belief.
Comprehensive sex education delays onset of sexual intercourse, reduces the
number of sexual partners
in teens and increases condom and contraceptive use,
according to the American
Civil Liberties Union.
Even before the U.S.’s increase in teenage pregnancy,
it still had the highest rate of
any industrialized country in
the world.
With the high cost and
risk of teenage pregnancy,
the government needs to
get on top of decreasing
the amount of teens getting
pregnant, if not for the well
being of those teens, at least
for the economy.

Quote of the Day:

“G

overnment ought to be all outside and no inside. . . .
Everybody knows that corruption thrives in secret places,
and avoids public places, and we believe it a fair presumption that secrecy means impropriety.”
Woodrow Wilson

Letters to the Chronicle
Some clarification from SCSU GOP
Jarrod Wiggins

The St. Cloud State College Republicans recently
held our annual recruiting and
awareness event, “Conservative Coming Out Week.” The
goal of our week was to show
students, faculty, community
members, and all those who
walked through the Atwood
Memorial Center that young
Republicans do exist, and
we are not (and should not
be) afraid to be vocal about
our beliefs. Many people
view college students as a
predominantly liberal group,
but there are those of us who
want to spread the viewpoints of conservatism and
the Republican Party.
During our tabling event
on February 26 it came to
our attention that some of
the posters and handouts we
had were seen as offensive.
This was not our intention at
all. We wanted to show our
campus that young conser-

vatives do exist and what our
purpose on campus is.
We were informed that
we used a couple of terms
that were taken as offensive.
We used the terms “Safe
Space” and “Coming out.”
We used these deliberately,
and in a respectful way. The
term “Safe Space” was used
in a handout. We encouraged
people to put this sign up
in their office, dorm, house,
apartment, etc. We hope that
these signs will be seen on
campus and in our community and encourage conservative students to voice their
political opinion and not feel
as if they will be punished or
discriminated against. Our
campus is always teaching
diversity, and this includes
diversity of thought. We
also used the term “Coming
Out.” To us “coming out” is
seen as pronouncing that you
are a conservative and you
have your own thoughts, beliefs, and values. We should

not have to hide these beliefs. We were encouraging
people to “come out” and
admit that they are a conservative or Republican and
see that there are others with
your beliefs and we are here
for you. To our group both
of these terms are just that:
terms. Neither are coined or
owned by a certain group of
people. They are just words.
We’d like to thank all of
those who stopped by our table in support or even just to
get more information. These
kinds of events are what create diversity on our campus
and in our community. We
look forward to our next
campus event and invite you
to attend our meetings, every
Monday at 5 p.m. in the Mississippi Room in the Atwood
Memorial Center.

The writer is the Public
Relations Chair of the St.
Cloud State College Republicans.
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Wikileaks
is the next
big thing

The next big thing on
the Internet has arrived. The
whistleblower Web site
Wikileaks.org
has in the past
year exploded
into a cultjournalistic
phenomenon
Paul
Crawford that has big
governments
and corporations across the world scrambling to reel in the slack from
any of their sprawling secret
operations.
For those unaware, the
idea behind Wikileaks is that
anyone, anywhere across
the globe can anonymously
send in internal documents
or information from governments, corporations, religious organizations, or any
other entity is trying to keep
“sensitive” information from
the public’s eye.
The Wikileaks Web site
states that its “primary interest is in exposing oppressive
regimes in Asia, the former
Soviet bloc, Sub-Saharan
Africa and the Middle East,
but we also expect to be of
assistance to people of all
regions who wish to reveal
unethical behavior in their
governments and corporations.”
It is effectively putting
another check into systems
that are in dire need of some
balance. As more sensitive
documents are outed on
Wikileaks, we will begin to
see just which entities are
consistently acting in an unethical manner.
As of late, Wikileaks has
been in the news for publishing a list of Web sites that it
says the Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) has actively
blocked from its citizens.
ACMA
Communications Minister Stephen
Conroy publicly stated that
the 2,400 URLs published
on the Wikileaks Web site
is a fabricated list, but that
some of the URLs match
the ACMA’s list of 1,061
banned sites. He then added,
the “ACMA is investigating” the matter of the leaked
URLs, “and is considering a
range of possible actions it
may take including referral
to the Australian Federal Police” and that “any Australian involved in making this
content publicly available
would be at serious risk of
criminal prosecution.”
But Conroy seems to be
caught in a catch-22. He denies that the list published
is the ACMA blacklist, but
then says whoever outed the
“fake list” will face criminal
prosecution.
Wikileaks released a
statement firing back at
Conroy saying that between
March 11 and March 18 the
ACMA “did an enormous
cleanup of the list.” They
also noted, “Should the senator or anyone else attempt to
discover our source we will
refer the matter to the Constitutional Police for prosecution, and, if necessary, ask
that the senator and anyone
else involved be extradited
to face justice for breaching
fundamental rights.”
This case seems to illustrate the extent all governments must be willing to go
to in order to hide information they deem a hazard to
public safety or national security.
Here in America, it is
sure to test the veracity of
the First Amendment and the
extent to which it protects all
forms of speech.
Currently,
Wikileaks.
org is inaccessible due to
an overload of global interest publicized by the ACMA
case. On their home page,
Wikileaks is instead asking for donations in order
to build up their hardware
and encryption resources to
fill the increasing global demand of their product.
If Wikileaks indeed becomes the next big tool in
investigative journalism, we
are going to see a massive
scramble from all governments who will be forced to
choose between the secrecy
advocated by autocratic regimes and the transparency
endorsed by democratic institutions.
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Massive Monkeys serve SCSU
Mike Doyle
Staff Writer

SCSU was served Wednesday night by the
Massive Monkees dance crew at Ritsche Auditorium.
The crew brought old school break-dancing
and B-boy flair to the packed auditorium.
The Massive Monkees, who are based out
of Seattle, mesmerized those in attendance
with acrobatic, gravity defying routines.
“I was excited with how many people
showed up,” said Di Fernando, the UPB performing arts coordinator.
Over 500 people were in attendance.
“We ran out of printed tickets,” Fernando
said.
The routines were high energy and the
dancers seemed to feed off the energy of the
audience.
“The crowd was feeling the dancing,” Marcus “Juse Boogy” Garrison said. “It was like
one big organism, the energy they give us, we
give 300 times back.”
The choreography gave a nod to their
hometown Seattle.
For one number, the members of the crew
were decked out in Seattle Supersonics gear
(former NBA franchise now the Oklahoma
City Thunder) and in another they jammed out
to the Nirvana tune “Smells Like Teen Spirit”
while wearing rain gear.
Individual style is a major part of breakdancing and it was on display during the “magic hat” routine.
Crew members dressed as everyday people,
ranging from a nerdy school girl to a cop, happened across a floppy red had that transformed
them from the mundane into hip-hop dancing

whirling dervishes.
“Break-dancing is something we haven’t
done in a while,” Fernando said.
Fernando said that UPB tries not to repeat
performances and jumped at the chance to
bring in a hip-hop crew.
Along with entertaining, the Massive Monkees engaged and involved audience members.
During a short tutorial, 10 volunteers were
brought on stage and Massive Monkees crew
members walked them through the four elements of B-boy. The hip-hop classroom was a
lesson on “top rock,” “foot work,” “freeze” and
“power move.”
The volunteers then participated in a dance
cypher, where one dancer takes center stage
then “tags” another dancer who proceeds to the
center of the semi-circle to show off their best
moves in a break-dance free for all.
The show concluded with an all out performance by the Massive Monkees crew where
the individuals were spotlighted and were
able to present their personal style, flavor and
funk.
One of the goals of the Massive Monkees is
to give back to the communities that embrace
their style. After the show audience members
were invited to a break-dance workshop or to
just mingle and take pictures with the crew.
“We want to be a positive influence and
reach out to the kids,” Garrison said.
The Massive Monkees crew is an ensemble
of artists, DJs and dancers and has recently released the movie “Way of the B-boy.”
For more information visit their Web page
at www.massivemonkees.com.
“We are all artists active in the community,” Garrison said. “We try to be a positive
example, to follow your dreams.”

Jakob Gilk/ Visuals Editor

Jakob Gilk/ Visuals Editor

Ana Banana freezes one of her moves
during the Massive Monkeys dance
show.

DJ Bles One hypes up the audience
for the break dance show Wednesday
night.

Jakob Gilk/ Visuals Editor

Massive Monkeys had volunteers from the audience come on stage to learn a
few dance moves then show off their own.

Jakob Gilk/ Visuals Editor

Massive Monkeys are a Break Dance group from Seattle Washington.

Yeah Yeah Yeahs’ take on disco with ‘It’s Blitz!’
Andy Downs
Album Review
For their third full-length
release, New York indie
rockers Yeah Yeah Yeahs
have re-sculpted their edge
and acknowledge the modern disco trend to new extremes.
The raw, rigid guitardriven rock that was 2003’s
“Fever to Tell” and even
pieces of 2006’s “Show Your
Bones” is painted over in
shiny paint and sparkles by
the recently leaked, and soon
to be released “It’s Blitz!”
But it’s not all giddy and
glam — Karen O is still Karen O, and that recognizable
“grrr” that is the Yeah Yeah
Yeahs is very much still noticeable.
The album opens and
flows with a slew of dance
beats that sound like ABBA,
Ace of Base and Fleetwood
Mac thrown into a blender
to make a Yeah Yeah Yeahs
smoothie.
Longtime friend and producer (and member of TV
on the Radio), Dave Sitek is
heard loud and clear with his
mixing elements and profound, beat-driven sound.
Along with Sitek is Nick
Launay (Arcade Fire, Nick
Cave, Talking Heads) with a
production credit.
“It’s
Blitz!”
comes
dance-sprinting out of the
gates with the album’s first
single, disco-dance jam
“Zero”, and keeps up the
pace through the next two
tracks, “Heads Will Roll”
and “Soft Shock.”
The party anthem “Heads
Will Roll” features Karen O
shouting in the song’s intro
and choruses, “Off, off with
your head/Dance, dance till
you’re dead/Heads will roll
on the floor.”

The song screams flashing lights and glow sticks, but
keeps that Yeah Yeah Yeahs’
badassness with thick, distorted guitars punishing the
sing-along chorus.
After beating the dance
to death in the first three
tracks, Karen O takes a
breather with “Skeletons,” a
bare bones echo-synth track
for the Polish-Korean fashionista’s softer, more personal side.
Halfway through, Sitek’s production values are
beyond evident when the
suffering-yet-hopeful sound
reminiscent in TV on the
Radio’s 2008 track “Family
Tree” picks up with harmonious synth sections and Phil
Collins-like drum patterns.
The album’s next track,
one sounding most similar
to something off of “Show
Your Bones,” “Dull Life”
is a prime example of the
band’s new sound.
Cleaner sounding guitars mixed under the drums,
a crisper vocal track and
explosive choruses are the
name of the game for “It’s
Blitz!”
From start to finish, the
entire record is beyond solid
— possibly the band’s best.
Karen O does not stray
far from her sexy-when-Iwannabe/spit-in-your-face
attitude, backed behind a
disco-powerhouse
jungle
peppered with Dave Sitek’s
thick, fuzzy wall of sound
and funky beats.
Losing the raw edge they
were founded on may dissuade some long-time fans,
but anyone sucked into the
wave of dance revival that
has become indie rock will
find this album in their top
ten list for the year.

photo courtesy of wordpress.com

The band, Yeah Yeah Yeahs, says the album sounds different from their previous albums but will “still sound
like Yeah Yeah Yeahs.” The new single “Zero” can be heard on the band’s Web site and MySpace page.

coming up

New Albums out on Tuesday, March 24
-Mastodon: Crack The Skye
-The Decemberists: Hazards Of Love
-KMFDM: Blitz
-Busta Rhymes: Back On My B.S.
-Dan Hicks And The Hot Licks:Tangled Tales
-Pete Doherty: Grace/Wastelands
-Indigo Girls: Poseidon And The Bitter Bug
-Condo Fucks: Fuckbook
-Papa Roach: Metamorphosis
-Slim Thug: The Boss Of All Bosses
-Cornshafter: Bombs Away, Baby!
-Martina McBride: Shine
-Utada Hikaru: This Is The One

Intermission
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Les Claypool’s dark solo trip
Ryan Brink
Album Review

Bizarre genius Les Claypool released a solo album
Tuesday called “Of Fungi
and Foe.” Being as weird and
strange as every other Claypool release, he decided to
expand his antics and sound
range making for an even
greater oddness.
The 46-year-old bassist
has not been slowing down
or taming his music since the
absences of Primus.
He has only continued
his journey and enormous
love for this unique genre in
which he pretty much created.
Claypool, quite possibly
the best bass player alive today, has fingers as long as a
ruler and can attack brains
from his madness and ungodly style of bass playing.
He plays heavy and hard,
bringing in the metal-head
fans.
He also plays in a psychedelic style, bringing in
the jam crowd, and thus mak-

ing for everything in between
as a mass crowd making up
for his ever so expanding fan
base.
“Of Fungi and Foe” is
close to a continuation of his
last solo release, “Of Whales
and Woe.”
With lots of heavy slap
bass, xylophones, drum sticks
whacking random household
goods, deep jungle drumheads and a dark and eerie
string section makes this a
unique sounding album.
This eclectic musician
leaves a lot of his music for
the mind to figure out, with
his nonsense lyrics, lack of
rhythm and lots of beautifully weird noises.
But one thing holds true
throughout the entire album,
he makes a heavy and deep
beat hidden under all the
madness.
The first track, “Mushroom Men,” is a perfect song
to show anyone wondering
who Claypool is.
The main instrument being his homemade stick and
string, creating a unnatural

circus-esque noise, and a
deep vibration that hurts the
innards of ones heart.
Also, the title track was
created for the Wii video
game called “Mushroom
Men,” a few other songs
scattered throughout the release can also be heard on
the game.
“Red State Girl” shows
the humor of this odd man,
ironically explaining the
ugly and gross appearance of
Sarah Palin.
The track is full of his
voice effect making him
sound like a frog’s croak and
lots of creepy laughs and
chuckles fill the background
air.
Other songs, like “What
Would Sir George Martin
Do,” is packed with bells and
strings making it comparable
to the Frank Zappa music director era. Other than that, it
is merrily impossible to compare Claypool to any other
musician or even genre.
He records all his music
out of his house in California, adding the nice echo

and “open room” feel of his
sound.
But other songs like “Pretty Little Song” sound like
it was recorded in a prison
cell. Complete with constant
screams, chains and whips, a
rusty out of tune violin solo
and of course his psychedelic
vibrating bass lines.
The overall feel of “Of
Fungi and Foe” has a steady
eeriness that cannot be picked
out, but lays underneath every single song.
This is definitely one of
Claypool’s more creepy releases, but easily one of his
most unique and original
sounding albums.
Not to say all the unique
music he has made over the
years compiled with all the
different musicians he has
collaborated with, but this
album sounds like the true
personality and feel of a Les
Claypool release.
As if this is his bibliography, his ode to himself,
showing the strange life that
he leads.

photo courtesy of australianmusician.com

Les Claypool of Primus has released a new solo album.

‘Watchmen’ big on gore, lacking in story
Ryan Brink
Film Review
DC Comics released yet
another movie to the ever so
growing popularity in comic
books gone movie genre, this
one being “Watchmen.”
Most of these films take
action and battle to a peak,
but stay within the PG-13 category. “Watchmen” was a different story.
Not even attempting to be
in the boundaries of appropriateness for kid viewing, director Zack Snyder created one
gnarly and grotesque flick.
Most people felt “The
Dark Knight” did a good
job of making Batman into
a violence-themed film, but
“Watchmen” takes the cake.
A group of ex-superheroes living in New York City
had all parted ways and were
distant from one another for
years.
Everyone had their own

photo courtesy of 80millionmoviesfree.com

A scene from the film adaptation of the graphic novel, “Watchmen”
lives and new jobs and where bringing question and uneasigetting too old to dress up and ness to the well being of the
other retired heroes.
run around the city.
The movie follows them,
The movie starts with the
murder of “the Comedian,” meanwhile filling well over

an hour of the two-and-a-half
hour film with flashbacks and
semi-confusing transfers.
For being so ungodly
long, one would think the plot
would be as intense and vivid
as the cinematography, but
that is sadly not the case.
The plot and storyboard
was highly lacking, with a
typical superhero story and an
extremely anti-climactic ending. The beginning was more
intense than the last battle
scene.
Similar to Snyder’s other
epic film, “300,” he loves
the battle scenes; he loves
good cinematography yet he
doesn’t seem to care as much
about the plot.
But people don’t seem to
mind that, because they just
love the strong visual appeal.
If you are going for a visually stimulating and gorefilled movie, watch it. But if
you expect a beautiful plot
and many stories, you will be
thoroughly disappointed.

The cinematography is
similar to that of “Sin City;”
lots of rain, excellent filming
and editing, but minus the
black and white style.
Not to mention the excellent soundtrack the movie
contained, it is filled with
Bob Dylan during the opening credits, some Janis Joplin playing at a bar scene and
Jimi Hendrix’s “All Along the
Watchtower” in it as well.
Also, the unique spin on
the real world was portrayed
nicely, yet still strange to see.
Richard Nixon was somewhere on his fourth term, the
doomsday clock was set at a
specific time when the nuclear
bomb scare was to take place
and many other recognizable,
yet different, takes on history
flooded the movie.
On the other hand, the
brains behind the movie, the
graphic novel, is acclaimed as
one of the best of its genre.
This is writer Alan
Moore’s best book, next to

“V for Vendetta,” as it proudly
states right on the cover “One
of Time Magazine’s 100 best
novels.”
The book is a unique novel, visually made in the format
of your typical comic book,
but placed in the guts of a real
book.
The book and movie fit
together well, characters and
scenes look almost identical,
except for minor parts and the
bulk of it is followed right on
track.
But somewhere along
the lines of turning it into a
movie, the creators lacked the
build up and seemed confused
on where the plot was leading them, even though Moore
knew perfectly well where the
plot was leading him in the
novel.
For a visually appealing
and brutally gory movie, it
was easily worth seeing, but
there was definitely a lot of
disappointment from excited
viewers.

Black Smokers brought blues-punk to Rox

Blake Weld/ Asst. Visuals Editor

Black Smokers played Saturday night at The Rox with The Fallen 3rd as the
opening act. The band hails from Italy.

Blake Weld/ Asst. Visuals Editor

Ivano Zanotti, the drummer for the Black Smokers, was the audience favorite
with his intense drumbeats and long solos.

Blake Weld/ Asst. Visuals Editor

Marcello Milanese is the lead singer of the Black Smokers.
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HOUSING

ONE, TWO AND THREE
Bedroom apts, close SCSU,
also studios, large rooms,
decks, call 320-251-8284

2 BR AVAILABLE NOW
Heat/Water/Garbage/Basic
Cable included
www.nomgmt.com/mp
320-260-3448

UNIVERSITY PLACE APTS. 3
and 4 bedroom apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.
www.excelpropmgmt.com
CAMPUS APTS. ON 5TH
Ave! 4 bedroom apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.
www.excelpropmgmt.com
FEMALE AND MALES,
Private rooms in 4 bedroom
apts. Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking, close. Avail. 6/1, 8/1/09
E.P.M 251-6005
BENTONWOOD NOW, 4/1, 5/1,
& 6/1 1br. $410-$425. 2br. $500$520 SE location. Heat, w/s/t,
parking included. Clipper Route.
mpmproperties.net Dan/Nicole
251-1925
FEBRUARY & MARCH
2 br Apts. $525-$540 includes:
Heat, Water, Garbage,
Basic Cable, and Parking.
www.nomgmt.com/fv
#320-654-8300
HOUSE AVAIL. FOR SUMMER
‘09 and/or Fall ‘09 $350 per/
person util included call
320-237-7570
4 BR APTS WITH 2
Full Baths avail 6/1/09 $230
per month selectprop.com
320-253-1154
STUDENT HOUSING UVT’S
255.00 month 320-252-2633
“09-10” STUDENT HOUSING
mpmproperties.net
LARGE 3 BEDROOM HOUSE.
Across from library. Heat
included. 320-259-9434
1 BEDS = 445/ MONTH
2 Beds = 600/ month
3 Beds = 840/ month
320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
STUDENT HOUSING
mpmproperties.net

ROOMMATES NEEDED
$250 mo. / close to SCSU/ on
Bus and Campus Clipper line.
320-260-3448
2BDR. OR 3BDR. HOUSE
Unit. NonSmokers. Lap dog
Maybe. 8 Ave. 320-253-5340
FOR RENT NEWLY
Remodeled 5 bedroom house,
1 block from Campus, lots of
Parking, Laundry, Renting for
June, Female, $295 call Mark
612-964-7568
TWO BEDROOM APTS,
Large rooms university, Pkg,
Heat, call 320-251-8284 www.
riversidepropertymgmt.com
BEACHWOOD 1BR, APTS
6/1/09 $410-$455 Heat,w/s/t
included. Nicole 251-1925
		
HOUSES FOR RENT AVAIL
6/1/09 selectprop.com
320-253-1154
3 & 4 BDRM APTS FOR
rent website
www.ivyapartments.com Free
Cable, call 320-259-9673 today
RIVERRIDGE AND PARK
South four bedroom
apartments by hockey center
starting at $235.00 Free
Parking call Dennis Propery
MGMT
333-0500
www.dennisproperty.net
HOUSE AVAIL. FOR SUMMER
‘09 and/or Fall ‘09 $350 per/
person util included call 320237-7570
SINGLE ROOMS WITH
Private bathrooms A/C, utilities
included, kitchen facilities .
Quiet & close to library. 706-6th
Ave. S. 252-9226 after 5 p.m.
LARGE 2 BDRM APTS BY
hocky center call
Rick 291-7002
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HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

4 BED HOUSES 225/ MONTH
Water. Sewer Garbage paid!
Remodeled! 320-229-1919

STUDIOS, ONE TWO AND
Three bedroom apts, close
SCSU 320-251-8284 www.
riversidepropertymgmt.com

APARTMENTS! DUPLEXES!
Homes! We have what
you want! St.Cloud Rental
Resource Inc. 320-251-4412
www.home-hound. com

3 0R 4 BDR APTS 2 FULL
baths Heat included, $250270per month security 2 blks
from library 493-9549

2 &3 BDR APTS 1/2
blk from library Heat
included security 493-9549
4 BDR APTS 2 FULL BATHS
A/C, D/W security $250-$270
per month 493-9549
MVII TWO AND THREE
Bedroom, Large Rooms,
Decks, Heat paid, close SCSU,
reasonable, call 320-251-8284
STATESIDE APTS. SPACIOUS
4 Bedroom apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking. Close,
Quiet. E.P.M. 251-6005
www.excelpropmgmt.com
4 BED APTS STARTING AT
$220/ month Heat Water
Cable Garbage all included!
320-229-1919
COLLEGIATEVIEW 2BR. APTS
$310-$325 spacious rooms.
Free Parking. Nicole 251-1925
4 BD HOUSE!! GARAGE,
washer, dryer, close to
campus 300 rm. 241-2667
LARGE 2 BDRM APTS BY
hocky center call
Rick 291-7002
3,4 OR 5 BDR APTS A/CD/W security 2 full baths heat
included 493-9549
SIGN A 12 MONTH LEASE
& June & July are $50 we also
have 10 month leases. & Free
Cable www.ivyapartments.com
or call 259-9673
FOUR BR TWO BA HOME
Close to SCSU call
952-356-9278
KENT HOUSEING 10 OR 12
month lease 252-5500
3, 4, 5 BEDROOM Apartments
for rent!!! Prime location! 2
blocks from campus! utilites
paid for landlord new carpet!
affordable rent 320-492-1230
WWW.SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM

WE LIVE IN A GREAT HOUSE
near campus and we are
looking for some female
roomates starting in June.
Come live with us! call Sabrina
at 218-839-4885
2 BDR APTS 10 $ 12 MONTH
leases Heat included A/C-D/W
securing 493-9549
1 & 2 BEDR APTS.S NEAR
dwntwn and Campus, Historic,
Quiet bldgs. with lots of
“character” 320-253-4681
CHARLAMAINE
Across from Halenbeck Hall
four bedroom apartments new
carpet, appliances heated
garage best in student housing
Dennis Property Management
333-0500
www.dennisproperty.net
ACROSS FROM SCSU
Library Large 4 bedroom house
1300.00 mo 320-202-9686
BRIDGEVIEW WEST
three or four bedroom
apartments ten and twelve
month leases starting at $255.00
per month new appliances
carpet ect. Dennis Property
MGMT 320-333-0500 www.
dennisproperty.net
4 OR 5 BDR APTS 1 BLK
from campus 2 Full Baths A/C,
D/W heat, paid security 10 or
12 month 493-9549
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
Huge 2 Bedroom. Halenbeck.
$300. June. 320-980-2769
EASTBANK APARTMENTS.
3 Bedroom apartments. Heat,
Parking included. 320-259-9434
WWW.STCLOUDRENTAL.COM
1 AND 2 BEDROOM
APTS northside, heat, paid,
A/C, laundry. Pkg., close to
Downtown and SCSU. Now, 6/1.
E.P.M. 251-6005.

ACROSS FROM HOCKEY
center classic ten or twelve
month lease $285.00 &
$265.00 same for Bridgeview
South come see us for best
prices Dennis Property MGT.
320-333-0500
www.dennisproperty.net
WESTVIEW APTS. ON 7TH
Ave. 4 bedroom apts.,
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking E.P.M 251-6005
www.excelpropmgmt.com
1,2,3&4 BR. APTS. 1-6
blocks library Heat, Parking,
w/s/t included. owner
operated. mpmproperties.net
251-1925

2, 3, 4 & 5 BDR APTS
various locations 10 or 12 month
leases 493-9549
FOR RENT NEWLY
Remodeled 5 bedroom house,
1 block from campus, lots
of Parking, Laundry, renting
for June, Female, call Mark
612-964-7568
LARGE 3 BDRMtownhomes by Halenbeck hall
call Rick 291-7002
NOW RENTING
for 2009-2010 school year
www.nomgmt.com/se
320-654-8300

HOUSES, HOUSES, HOUSES.
Heat, w/s/t and parking included
mpmproperties.net 251-1925

6 BEDROOM HOUSE ON
6th ave., large bedrooms,
2 baths, heat paid, D/W,
Laundry, Parking, Clean, Close,
Excel Prop. 251-6005

ROOMS FOR RENT $230 PER
month selectprop.com
320-253-1154

ONE ROOM EFFICIENCIES.
Heat and electric included.
Clean, quiet. 320-259-9434

2 OR 4 BDR APT IN
house 1/2 blk from library heat
included 493-9549

FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE
for ren $1200.00 a month off
street parking washer dryer
493-3295

LARGE 3 BDRMtownhomes by Halenbeck hall
call Rick 291-7002
2 BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
campus A/C D/W security 10
or 12 months 493-9549
5,6,7 BEDROOM HOUSES.
Absolutely Huge bedrooms!!
2 kitchens, 2 bathrooms
2 familyrooms central air
conditioning! free new washer
dryer! 3 blocks from campus!!
Free Parking 320-492-1230
LARGE 2 BDRM IN 4-PLEX
by Halenbeck hall
call 291-7002
OLYMPIC II- 525 13TH
street 3 or 4 bedrooms- beg.
at $245. 10 or 12 mo leases
651-361-0803

“09-10” 6/1/09 HOUSES,
Apts., Lofts, Townhomes.
1-6 blocks SCSU library.
mpmproperties.net 251-1925
6 BD HOUSE!! 2 CAR GRAGE,
dishwasher washer, dryer.
265 rm 241-2667

ATTENTION
NINTENTDO Wii 4 REMOTES
accessories,6 games, 12
downloaded Classics- $400
obo Call 320-333-5934
YORKSHIRES 9 WEEKS OLD
Great Pedigree! $500
CALL 218-256-1849
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Jimerson
Continued from Page 12
“He just has a lot of natural ability,” Hegle said. “He’s
very aware of his body and
has a control over it that is
very rare. And he put a lot of
time in the pool to work on it
as well.”
Jimerson increased his
regimen for his sophomore
campaign. It elevated him to
NCC Diver of the Year and
helped him repeat as an All-

American in both the onemeter and three-meter dives.
Then in last year’s junior
campaign he fully emerged
himself into an elite stratus.
He finished either first or second in every meet, repeated
as NCC Diver of the Year,
and took home national titles
in both the one-meter and
three-meter dives.
“It was pretty special,”

Jimerson said. “A lot of hard
work went into it and I’d won
the ultimate.”
But Jimerson was unable
to fly under the radar this
year.
“It’s more difficult to repeat than it is to win one,”
Hegle said. “The pressure in
your own mind makes it very
difficult.”
And Jimerson will have
the same mental merits to
prove in front of the green
screen.
“The toughest thing is to
be a consistent forecaster,”
Jimerson said. “People want
you to be right a 100 percent
of the time.”

“T

o be honest, I came in with no expectations at all. I was
going to try it out and see how well I could do it at the collegiate
level. I never thought I'd have quite this much success.”
Nate Jimerson
Senior diver and three-time National Champion

Lasch, Raboin, Roe
earn WCHA honors
Staff Report

ST. PAUL – For the second
straight year, SCSU junior forward Ryan Lasch was named
First Team All-WCHA during
the conference’s awards banquet on March 19. Junior defenseman Garrett Raboin made
the Second Team All-WCHA,
while sophomore forward Garrett Roe was named Third Team
All-WCHA.
In 28 conference games,
Lasch finished the season with
15 goals and 15 assists. Joining
Lasch on the First Team AllWCHA are Minnesota forward
Ryan Stoa, Colorado College
forward Chad Rau, Wisconsin
defenseman Jamie McBain,
North Dakota defenseman Chay
Genoway and Minnesota-Duluth goalie Alex Stalock.
Raboin, the Huskies’ captain
this season, finished this season
with eight goals and 17 assists in
28 conference games to go with

a plus-minus of plus-13. Along
with Raboin, North Dakota
forward Ryan Duncan, Minnesota forward Jordan Schroeder,
Minnesota-Duluth
forward
Justin Fontaine, Denver defenseman Patrick Wiercioch and
Denver goalie Marc Cheverie
were named Second Team AllWCHA.
Roe, who in his sophomore
year at SCSU led the team
in scoring with 48 points (17
g-31 a) had 29 of his points
in WCHA play with 10 goals
and 19 assists. Alongside Roe
is Denver forwards Anthony
Maiani and Rhett Rakhshani,
Minnesota-Duluth defenseman
Josh Meyers, Minnesota StateMankato defenseman Kurt Davis and North Dakota goalie
Brad Eidsness.
McBain, the Badgers’ top
defenseman, was named WCHA
player of the year after leading
all D-men in the WCHA with 28
points (6 g- 22 a) and 36 total

points in 38 total games. He is
the fifth Badger in team history
to lead the squad in points.
Genoway was named the
conference’s Defensive Player
of the Year after leading the
Sioux to first place in the regular
season. The Morden, Manitoba
native became the first North
Dakota defenseman in 26 years
to lead the team in scoring with
three goals and 29 assists in 39
games this season.
Minnesota’s
Schroeder
earned the WCHA’s Rookie of
the Year, scoring 44 points this
season (13 g- 31 a) to lead the
nation in rookie scoring.
Dave Hakstol of North
Dakota was honored with the
conference’s Coach of the Year
award. This season, Hakstol led
his team to a 24-14-4 finish after the Sioux started the season
10-10-1 through Jan. 1. In four
seasons at North Dakota, Hakstol has had a winning percentage over .700 each season.
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Bulldogs make
history with
Final Five win
Joe Brown
Sports Editor

ST. PAUL – MinnesotaDuluth’s late-season stretch
went from the unlikely to the
unprecedented.
The Bulldogs became the
first team to win the WCHA
Final Five as the play-in
team, winning the Broadmoor Trophy after defeating
Denver 4-0 on Saturday at
the Xcel Energy Center.
Losers of five straight to
end the regular season and
playing for three straight
days to get to the finals, the
Bulldogs were not ready for
their Cinderella run to end.
“I just think that we
willed our way, nothing was
going to stop us,” said UMD
forward MacGregor Sharp.
“Walking in today, guys
were tired but there’s too
much at stake, we were too
motivated.”
UMD goalie Alex Stalock stopped the Pioneers’
20 shots to earn tournament
MVP honors. The junior
from South St. Paul has not
given up a goal in the last
133:52.
Stalock was quick to
credit his defense, which
only allowed one shot by
Denver in the third period.
“I was seeing the puck
pretty good and the bigger
part of the picture was my
d-men were letting me see
the puck,” he said. “Our defensive zone has been unreal
these last five games.”
Along with Stalock’s stellar play, Sharp got the proBulldog crowd of 16,749 on
their feet, finishing the game
with a hat trick.
Sharp got his first goal at
10:45 in the first period after
Justin Fontaine centered the
puck in front of the net to a
wide-open Sharp.

WCHA hockey
In the second, the senior
would get the puck at the red
line and crash the net, chipping the puck past Denver
goalie Marc Cheverie.
Sharp would complete
the trio at 17:28 in the third
period on an empty-net goal,
sending hats and chants
of “UMD” down from the
crowd.
With their goalie playing lights-out, the Bulldogs’
offense was able to build on
their team’s confidence on
the other side of the ice.
“The way he [Stalock]
is playing right now, one
should do the trick,” Sharp
said. “But I thought three
would add some insurance.”
By winning the Final
Five,
Minnesota-Duluth
earned an automatic bid into
the NCAA tournament, playing eighth-ranked Princeton
at 8 p.m. on March 27 at
Mariucci Arena in Minneapolis.
With seven seniors on
his squad, UMD coach Scott
Sandelin said the win was in
part because of his upperclassmen’s hard work.
“I’m extremely happy for
our seniors who were here as
freshmen,” he said. “Obviously, we’ve endured some
years, things didn’t go our
way but it’s great to see the
smiles on their faces. To be
able to hold a trophy, it’s really exciting for our whole
program.”
Along with the Bulldogs,
Denver will play in Minneapolis, taking on Miami University.
North Dakota, the WCHA
regular season champions,
will take on hosting New
Hampshire on March 28 at
Manchester, N.H.

Sports
Scoreboard
NCAA Division I Hockey
Tournament Field
Northeast - Manchester, N.H.
North Dakota vs. New Hampshire
Saturday - 2 p.m.
Ohio State vs. Boston University (1)
Saturday - 5:30 p.m.

East - Bridgeport, Conn.
Air Force vs. Michigan (4)
Friday - 3 p.m.
Vermont vs. Yale
Friday - 6:30 p.m.

West - Minneapolis
Miami vs. Denver (3)
Friday - 5:30 p.m.
Princeton vs. Minnesota-Duluth
Friday - 9 p.m.

Midwest - Grand Rapids, Mich.
Cornell vs. Northeastern
Saturday - 4 p.m.
Bemidji State vs. Notre Dame (2)
Saturday - 7:30 p.m.
Note: All games broadcast on the ESPN family of
networks. For more information, visit www.ncaa.com

NHL Playoff Standings
Western Conference
1. Detroit
2. San Jose
3. Calgary
4. Chicago
5. Vancouver
6. Columbus
7. Edmonton
8. Nashville

W
48
47
41
37
38
38
35
35

L OTL PTS
15 9 105
14 10 104
24 6
88
22 11 85
24 9
85
28 6
82
27 9
79
30 7
77

St. Louis
Anaheim
Minnesota
Dallas
Los Angeles
Phoenix
Colorado

33
34
33
33
30
30
31

30 8
31 8
30 9
31 6
31 10
35 7
39 2

74
74
73
70
68
67
64

Eastern Conference
1. Boston
2. New Jersey
3. Washington
4. Philadelphia
5. Pittsburgh
6. Carolina
7. NY Rangers
8. Montreal

W
46
47
45
39
39
39
38
36

L OTL PTS
17 10 102
22 3
97
23 6
96
22 10 88
27 8
86
28 7
85
26 8
84
27 9
81

Florida
Buffalo
Toronto
Ottawa
Atlanta
Tampa Bay
NY Islanders

35
34
30
31
30
23
24

27
30
30
30
37
33
40

10
8
13
10
6
16
8

80
76
73
72
66
62
56
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Sports
Scoreboard
Men’s Baseball
NSIC Standings
Team:
Wayne State (NE)
Minnesota State
St. Cloud State
Augustana
SW Minnesota State
Upper Iowa
Winona State
Minnesota Duluth
Mary
Concordia St. Paul
Minnesota Crookston
Bemidji State
Northern State

NSIC
W L
4
4
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

0		
0		
1		
1		
0		
0		
0		
0		
0		
3		
3		
4		
4		

Games Today (Double-header)
Jamestown at Augustana

Games Tuesday (Double-header)
Wayne State (NE) at Washburn

Games Wednesday (Double-headers)
Minnesota Crookston at Augustana		
Lewis at Upper Iowa
Minnesota Duluth at Concordia St. Paul		
SW Minnesota State at Dakota Wesleyan (S.D.)
Jamestown at Northern State

Softball
NSIC Standings
Team:

Minnesota State
Winona State
Wayne State (NE)
Concordia St. Paul
Upper Iowa
Minnesota Duluth
St. Cloud State
Bemidji State
MN State Moorhead
SW Minnesota State
Augustana
Mary
Northern State
Minnesota Crookston

NSIC
WL
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0			
0			
0			
0			
0			
0			
0			
0			
0			
0			
0			
0			
0			
0			

Overall
WL

19 5
16 5
13 9
15 11
8 6
9 11
13 18
5 7
5 8		
8 14
6 11
5 18
3 12
0 6

Games Today (Double-header)
Augustana at Rollins

Games Tuesday (Double-headers)
Mary at Jamestown
Augustana at Saint Leo

Games Wednesday

Point/Counterpoint
Beaver Beatdown: Should Bemidji
State be allowed into the WCHA?

Overall
W L
12 5
11 9
22 6
11 6
10 1
5 5
6 7
8 10
3 17
16 6
3 15
7 15
4 12

Wayne State (NE) at Nebraska-Omaha		
Viterbo at Winona State
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Kyle Stevens and Joe Brown
In early January, the WCHA voted
to open up the possibility of expansion for the first time since 1999 after
Minnesota State-Mankato joined the
powerhouse hockey conference.
The vote opens the door, however slight, that Bemidji State could
become a member in the near future.
BSU argues that without WCHA
membership, their hockey program
may fold.
This is a no-brainer for the
WCHA.
Currently a member of College
Hockey America, BSU and the other
three members of CHA fight for one
of six automatic bids into the NCAA
tournament field of 16.
Joe’s argument about BSU’s record against WCHA teams is a good
one, but it reinforces one of my biggest problems with the CHA conference: How is it justifiable to give
one of these teams a bid to
the NCAA tournament when
they cannot consistently beat
middle of the road-to-bad
WCHA schools?
As it stands, Minnesota
and Wisconsin are on the outside looking in when it comes to the
NCAAs. Both had winning records
overall and in what is consistently
the best conference in college hockey. BSU? Well, they did well in the
CHA, but were 4-10-1 outside it.
If BSU gains entry into the
WCHA, there would be a big problem: 11 teams. The person in charge
of scheduling would go crazy if another team were not admitted to make
an even 12 teams.
This is how I would do it:
The CHA folds and BSU goes to
the WCHA. Nebraska-Omaha, currently a member of the CCHA, also
joins the WCHA. That would solve
the scheduling issue.
Niagara, now in the CHA, would
replace Nebraska-Omaha in the
CCHA. Robert Morris and AlabamaHuntsville (yes, there is a college
hockey team in Alabama) would join
the Atlantic Conference.
I, like Joe, would love to see
Michigan in the WCHA, but they
will never leave a conference they

can dominate. That would be like
asking Ohio State to join the SEC in
football. It’s always more profitable
to be the big fish in a small pond.
This simple realignment would
leave five conferences. The WCHA
and CCHA would have 12 teams
each. The Atlantic, ECAC and Hockey East would have 10 schools. This
would keep intact the rivalries out
east, and keep Air Force and Army in
the same conference; something both
have said is a must.
The issue of BSU not being able
to fill their arena is obviously an issue. Nobody wants to play in halfempty buildings, especially teams
that are accustomed to playing in
front of 10,000-15,000 fans.
However, as someone who has
been to several hockey games at the
NHC, I often wonder how any SCSU
fan can criticize another team’s supporters. While the student section is a quality one, there is
no comparison to the Gopher
section. Which, in turn, pales
in comparison to the Badgers’
faithful. There are arguments
about bigger arenas (Mariucci
seats 10,000; the Kohl Center near
15,000), better teams (national championships in the recent past) and a
larger population. But St. Cloud has
a good population, especially considering the surrounding cities, and the
non-student sections of the NHC are
poorly attended.
Much like a new baseball stadium, BSU could count on solid attendance just due to the competition.
With the Gophers, Badgers, Sioux
and Bulldogs all playing a weekend
series there, each would bring a solid
contingent of fans. It would feel like
the NHC during Gopher weekend.
The idea that one of the four CHA
teams can prevent a more traditional
power from the NCAA tournament
is preposterous. I understand that
the likelihood of BSU being competitive in the WCHA is small. But
many thought the same thing about
MSU-Mankato when the Mavericks
joined.
This needs to be done. This makes
all the sense in the world.

YES

In their yearly attempts to get into
the WCHA, Bemidji State has constantly
preached viability. Without a new hockey
arena, the program cannot prosper. And
without membership into the WCHA, the
program will no longer be feasible.
But in what sense is BSU’s inclusion
into the WCHA become viable for the
WCHA? Aside from giving editors like
myself countless laughs by trying to incorporate Beavers into sexual innuendolaced headlines, Bemidji State adds absolutely nothing to the WCHA.
First, the talent level can’t keep
up with the rest of the WCHA. SCSU,
Mankato and Duluth may take flack from
Gopher fans for being “Gopher rejects.”
Bemidji State, on the other hand, are
Gopher, Husky, Maverick and Bulldog
rejects.
For years, Bemidji State has acted
as an “unofficial” 11th member of the
WCHA, with the majority of teams
booking the Beavers as a nonconference
opponent. And how was BSU fared in
those matchups? This season,
they went 3-7 against SCSU,
Michigan Tech, North Dakota,
Minnesota-Duluth and Minnesota State-Mankato. The year
before; 1-9.
Speaking of 11th member,
if Bemidji State were to join the
WCHA, then the conference faces a numbers problem that would have to change
with addition or subtraction. And neither
are feasible options.
Kyle’s suggestion is to bring in
Nebraska-Omaha, which makes sense
geographically. But would the WCHA
want to bring in a lower-tier member of
the CCHA, and a team that cannot fill 50
percent of their arena?
Plus, UNO head coach Mike Kemp
said as recently as January 2009 that the
Mavericks are not interested in joining
the WCHA.
None of the other members of the
CHA (Niagara, Robert Morris and Alabama-Huntsville) would fit into the
WCHA.
The biggest pipe dream would be to
bring in Michigan or Michigan State, but
that won’t happen.
Teams already hate having to travel to
Alaska to take on Anchorage, so WCHA
teams are not going to want another trip
to Alaska if they were to add AlaskaFairbanks.
Addition doesn’t work, and trying
to subtract a team would be just as difficult.
The two most likely candidates

would be Michigan Tech and AlaskaAnchorage.
Let’s take out the Michigan Tech argument right now. Despite their team’s
recent ineptitude, the “other” Huskies
were a charter member of the WCHA
and have been successful in the past –
winning three national titles and yielding
many NHL-caliber players, including
Hall-of-Famer Tony Esposito. Lets not
forget that Michigan Tech is the owner of
the McNaughton Cup- the award given to
the conference winner in the regular season. Lose Tech, lose the McNaughton.
The Seawolves would make sense
- tough travel and no history of success
in the WCHA. But with the economy as
damaged as it is, travel costs for Anchorage is cheaper playing against schools
like Colorado College, Denver and North
Dakota. If the Seawolves were forced to
go elsewhere, the program is at risk because of finances.
BSU enthusiasts like to point out
how MSU-Mankato was able to join the
WCHA in the late 90s, being in
similar predicaments as the Beavers. However, the Mavericks had
much more going for them.
Hockey
program
aside,
MSU-Mankato has top-of-theline facilities at their school and
a strong athletic history in basketball and football. The school supports
and expects excellence in their athletics,
shown by the Mavericks’ success since
coming over in 1999.
Bemidji, however, is near the bottom
of the conference in their sports. The tradition isn’t there, nor is the facilities.
Yes, they are adding a new hockey
arena, being on the same bill that is allowing the renovation of the National
Hockey Center. New bells and whistles
can only get you so far, though. The tradition of success can make that program
excel, and it simply doesn’t exist in BSU
hockey.
If having a new arena AND being in
the WCHA are the only ways that program can exist in the future, the Beavers
damned themselves. And the city of Bemidji wouldn’t want to end up like Kansas City, Mo. — build a new facility with
no tenants.
Bemidji, and to an extent the state of
Minnesota, would love to say they are in
a conference featuring five state schools
in arguably college hockey’s best conference. That is the only positive out of this
idea, because Bemidji State has no place
in the WCHA.

NO
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Huskies off to best start in 28 years
Staff Report

After having their homestand
moved to Freeman, S.D. due to
unplayable fields in St. Cloud, the
Huskies’ baseball team took care
of business, winning three of four
against Minnesota-Crookston.
Now sitting at 22-6 overall this
year, SCSU is off to its best start
since 1981.
On Friday, the Huskies and
Golden Eagles split, with SCSU
winning game one 7-5, while UMC
took game two 6-5 in 12 innings.
Huskies pitcher David Demin-

Baseball
sky struck out 10 while giving up
three hits and two earned runs in 6
1/3 innings to improve his record
to 4-0.
Junior Sam Radbil led SCSU’s
offensive charge, going 3-for-3
with two home runs and two RBIs.
In the second game, a double
by Crookston’s Tyler Reiner off of
SCSU’s Josh Boyer in the 12th inning gave the Golden Eagles their
third win of the season. Crookston
pitcher Paul Krebs got his second
win of the year, striking out two in
1 1/3 innings on the mound.

Huskies catcher Nate Hammes
went 3-for-5 with three RBIs and
two runs in the nightcap.
SCSU pitchers Logan Birr and
Nick Anderson combined to strike
out 21 UMC batters in 11 innings
of work.
Saturday, the SCSU offense
played no-nonsense, making quick
work of Crookston with an 11-4
win in game one and 14-2 in game
two.
Mic Johnson and Lauren Green
each had two hits, and Radbil continued his offensive impact, going
1-for-4 with a double and an RBI.
The Huskies ended the game with

12 team hits.
Tim Scott secured the win,
pitching five innings and striking
out four. Scott remains undefeated
with a 6-0 mark this year.
Pat DeLaHunt set the tone for
SCSU in game two, and a four-run
third inning propelled the Huskies
to another win over the Golden
Eagles.
DeLaHunt gave up two hits in
five innings, striking out four while
allowing two runs.
Redshirt freshman Joey Benke
exploded with a 3-for-3 performance, including a homer and a
double. As of Sunday, Benke is bat-

ting .393 with 12 RBIs this season.
Johnson and Radbil each hit
home runs for the Huskies. Leading 10-2 into the bottom of the
sixth, SCSU added four more runs
to cap off the game.
Radbil leads the team with
26 RBIs this season, and his .414
batting average is second on the
squad.
This weekend, the Huskies are
slated to take on NSIC rival Mary.
Due to unplayable conditions at
Mary’s home field in Bismarck,
N.D., the location of the series is to
be determined later this week.

New business
combines sports,
grooming
Tim Stang
Asst. Sports Editor

File Photo

Senior SCSU diver Nate Jimerson became a three-time National Champion on March 13. Jimerson is the
eighth person in SCSU swimming and diving history to earn National Champion honors.

Weathering the storm
After becoming a national champion for the third time,
Nate Jimerson’s biggest challenge goes from the swimming pool
to the green screen.
Jake Laxen
Staff Writer
Nate Jimerson’s two biggest passions bring out his nerves.
Part of it is that the SCSU senior diver has had the whole nation waiting for
any sort of slip up. And he had the best
Division II divers gunning extra hard at
him over spring break in Houston.
“The pressure on him was very difficult,” eighth-year swimming and diving head coach Jeff Hegle said. “He has
had a huge target on his back for awhile
now.”
But it was to no avail.
Jimerson rallied from a poor first day
to capture his third national title by winning the one-meter dive.
“This one is at the top,” Jimerson
said. “I was proud to go out on a good
note; on top.”
His Husky teammates stepped up as
well. SCSU had a school-record showing in the Division II National Championships with 14 All-American individuals and 41 All-American Honorable
Mentions finishes.
But now that his athletic career is
over, his other passion of meteorology is
his sole focus.
“To be honest, the time in the pool
just flew by,” Jimerson said. “I will always leave the option to dive in area
club sports, but this is a competitive field
and I’ve got to get ready.”
But don’t think the butterflies in his
stomach will vanish. The pressure of being an on-camera meteorologist is just
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Last season, Jimerson became
a two-time National Champion at
last year’s national championship
in the 1- and 3-meter dives.
as stressful as diving to Jimerson.
“It’s very much related to the rush I
get before a dive,” Jimerson said. “I’m
just really nervous before I have to go
on. It’s live, so you only get one shot.
Just like diving because one screw up
can do you in.”
Jimerson has been on air with SCSU’s UTVS daily news show at 5 p.m.
It’s filmed and aired live from Stewart
Hall.

Jimerson most recently was a regular weather anchor on Thursdays in the
fall semester. He’s not had a regular day
assigned this semester but now that the
season is finished, he said he plans to return on a more regular basis.
Having further responsibilities from
diving took extra effort from Jimerson.
“He’s in a pretty challenging major,”
Hegle said. “He really had to buckle
down and have a great work ethic to be
successful in both fields.”
Meteorology was the biggest reason
the Eastview (Apple Valley) grad chose
to come to SCSU.
“Following the weather has always
been an interest of mine,” Jimerson said.
“I was always interested in being on TV
and doing weather like all the local news
casts. Whenever my family would go on
vacation I’d be the first to check out the
weather reports. It was just fun to me.”
Diving wasn’t actually something in
which he planned on being that competitive.
“To be honest, I came in with no expectations at all,” Jimerson said. “I was
going to try it out and see how well I
could do at the collegiate level. I never
thought I’d have quite this much success.”
But he blossomed in his freshman
campaign in 2005-06. He was awarded
Outstanding Male Diver at the NCC
Championships and took home AllAmerican honors in both the one-meter
and three-meter diving.

•See Jimerson / Page 10

It’s a dilemma sports fans
face every few months.
They must get their hair
cut but the only free hour
they have between classes
and work is 4-5 p.m. and
they don’t want to miss the
newest episode of “Pardon
the Interruption.”
Since Nov. 21 there has
been a fix for St. Cloud area
residents. Sport Clips, located at 2301 W Division St.
gives sports fans the ability
to get their hair buzzed while
still being able to catch the
Wolves game on TV.
From the second one
walks into Sport Clips, he
or she will notice the difference from any other haircut
experience. From the names
of haircuts to hair stylists
dressed in referee uniforms
to Kevin Love jerseys hanging on the wall, Sport Clips is
unlike any other hair salon.
“We are sports themed,”
said owner Chris Johnson.
“At the same time, the service you get here is better
than anywhere in town. It is
an exciting environment.”
The highlight on Sport
Clips hair cut options is
their “MVP” cut. For $19,
customers can get their hair
cut as well as cleaned. Then
they head back to the “showers” for a steamed towel with
neck and shoulder message.
One SCSU student who
recently went in for a haircut
at Sport Clips recommended
it for anyone looking for a
change.
“It was really cool,”
said Keith Oanes, a senior
marketing entrepreneurship
student. “I got the MVP
and didn’t miss a minute of
‘Sportscenter.’”
Johnson, an SCSU graduate said the services are why
he decided to open a Sport
Clips in St. Cloud.
“I was sick of the same
old generic haircut I got at
places that were focused
towards women,” he said.
“Even the design and layout
of most places is geared towards women. So I checked

out a Sport Clips in Eau
Claire, Wis. and decided to
open one here.”
Johnson, whose degree
from SCSU is in business
computer information systems, said after college he got
a job as a software analyst in
the Twin Cities but burned
out. So he bought into Anytime Fitness and sold out of
that before buying into Sport
Clips.
Sport Clips is a franchised company based in
Texas. Johnson said the company opened in 1993 and
began franchising in 1995.
Johnson’s Sport Clips is one
of seven in the state of Minnesota and the only one outside of the Cities.
While the company is
geared towards males of all
ages, Johnson said they cut a
lot of females’ hair as well.
However, they do not use
any chemicals or color hair.
“We cut a lot of women’s
hair,” Johnson said. “We see
that most of them have followed stylist from their past
places of employment.”
And why do stylists want
to work at Sport Clips?
“This is a much more
relaxed and fun environment,” said stylist Tiffany
Frieler. “The employer actually shows us they care about
us and that does not always
happen.”
Sport Clips has been aggressively advertising around
SCSU and throughout the
city of St. Cloud. Johnson
said he wants to appeal to
men and women of all ages
who are sports fans.
One tactic Sport Clips
recently used to draw customers into the store was
an NCAA bracket drawing. Anyone who wanted to
could stop in and fill out a
free bracket and win prizes
ranging from a year worth of
free cuts to $50 dollars worth
of hair products.
Other options for haircuts
at Sport Clips include the
“Triple Play,” for $17 you
get a haircut and shampoo. A
standard haircut costs $14.
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Lori Bierschbach styles Owen Reischl’s hair after
his hair cut Sunday afternoon at Sports Clips.

